THE BVM
DIFFERENCE
Why Big Valley Mortgage stands out from the rest as an employer.
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Big Valley Mortgage, a Division of American Pacific Mortgage Corporation NMLS 1850 is an Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

In this presentation, we’ll
cover the following topics:


Backed Nationwide by American Pacific Mortgage



Awards and Recognition



Employee Stock Ownership Program & 401k



Launchpad & Mortgage Coaching



Unique Technology and Tools Stacked for Success



Jornaya, Candor, & Sales Boomerang



APM and In-house BVM Marketing Team Support



Consumer Products



Open Platform (Broker Partners)



APM Cares
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Backed Nationwide by American Pacific Mortgage
(Licensed in 49 states)

We are a division of American Pacific Mortgage (APM), NMLS #1850,
founded by Kurt Reisig, now Chairman of APM.
When working with Big Valley Mortgage, Loan Officers can reap the benefits
of not only being a trusted local lender, but also the benefits of a nationwide
company (APM) that provides the staff and support to meet your needs.
Benefits of this include in-house operations staff support, the ability to fund
loans nationwide, a tech and marketing tool stack that has been carefully
crafted with Loan Officer’s in mind, and much more.
But beyond the staffing and tools, you also get many employment package
perks that APM provides to all employees of APM and their DBA branches.
We’ll dive into some specifics throughout the presentation.

Kurt Reisig, Founder & Chairman of
APM/BVM
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Awards and Recognition
We’ve had the honor and privilege of serving as a Mortgage Lender since 1990. Along the way we’ve acquired
some great recognition due to our efforts to be both a strong employer and a dependable lender.
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EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Employee Stock Ownership Program and 401k
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American Pacific Mortgage
ESOP (Employee Stock Ownership Program)

Our chairman Kurt Reisig thinks differently than many
business owners. While many business owners may decide
to take their company public or sell, Kurt decided to make
APM an employee-owned business, creating the largest
ESOP in the US for the year 2020.
What this means is that rather than simply offering stock
to employees which they still must buy into, Kurt has set
things up to where employees are now given stock in APM
as partial owners. This means that by staying with BVM as
a devoted employee, you become an owner.
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APM ESOP

How it Began and Why
The ESOP began in 2020 when the owners of APM




Formed an ESOP by having the company adopt an ESOP Plan & Trust
Sold 35% of their company stock to the ESOP Trust
This company stock will be held by the Trustee for the benefit of the eligible APM employees

Why do we have an ESOP?








Secure a long-term future for the company (that is not directly dependent on original owner(s) involvement)
Provide for the orderly retirement of previous owners over several years
Create liquidity without selling the company to a third party
Create a program of ownership that will enhance all our stakeholders’ future value
Create a stock-based employee benefit that provides benefits for employees that are directly related to the
success of American Pacific Mortgage Corporation and Big Valley Mortgage
Provide an employee benefit that is cost effective and aligns employee motivations with those of the
shareholders
Because APM/BVM wants to reward and thank all employees for their efforts
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Benefits of ESOP to the BVM Employees
We’ve talked a lot about the ESOP and its creation in 2020.
Now, let’s look at the most important aspect… the benefits
to the employees!







The ESOP is fully funded by the company – no employee
salary deductions
Employees develop ownership without investment of
their own funds
ESOP accounts grow on a tax-deferred basis
ESOP ownership creates no shareholder liability for
employees
ESOP benefits are protected from creditors
ESOPs allow employees to share directly in the success
they are helping create
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APM ESOP Who is Eligible & What is Vesting





Generally, all employees of APM are eligible. New employees become eligible the first year they have completed 1,000 hours of service and
are at least 21 years old
Contributions are allocated to each eligible participant who is employed on the last day of the Plan Year {or on an Authorized Leave of
Absence} (September 30) and completes at least 1,000 hours of service during the Plan Year
 The conditions to receive the allocation noted above are waived for participants who die, become disabled, or terminate after Normal
Retirement Age
When you terminate employment, you are entitled to receive the “vested” portion of your account balance. A Year of Vesting Service is
accrued for each calendar year in which you complete at least 1,000 hours of service as of the effective date of the ESOP, as follows:

Years of Service

Vested Percentage

Less than 2 Years

0%

2 Years but less than 3 Years

20%

3 Years but less than 4 Years

40%

4 Years but less than 5 Years

60%

5 Years but less than 6 years

80%

6 Years or more

100%
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401k Retirement Plan
Prepare For Your Future

Reaching your retirement goals can take a lot
of preparation. As a rule, you’ll need 75-80% of
your final working salary to maintain your lifestyle
during retirement. The American Pacific
Mortgage/Big Valley Mortgage 401(k) Plan
provides a way to start preparing for your
retirement. Our plan offers you the tools,
education and investment options that will
prepare you for your future.
Once hired, you can use resources at
www.apm401k.com
to determine a suitable amount for
Your situation.
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LAUNCHPAD &
MORTGAGE COACHING
Training and coaching to set you up for success.
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Launchpad Educational Course
The Launchpad course is offered to select Loan Officers who join Big
Valley Mortgage based on their experience.
When just getting started as a Loan Officer, the required learning can be
quite daunting. After you’ve completed the required training and passed
the NMLS licensing test, there is still so much to learn.
That is why BVM offers a special Launchpad program designed to train
new Loan Officers on how to handle the loan process, how to utilize the
tools such as Encompass, and how to avoid common mistakes. The
mission of Launchpad is to send Loan Officers out into the world of
funding loans with special knowledge and confidence that shine through
to their clients.
Worried about how you’ll fair once out of Launchpad? Don’t fret, we’ll
cover that next!
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Professional Mortgage Coaching
We provide additional coaching to guide all our newly
hired Loan Officers along their way into funding loans,
including those who take the Launchpad course.
Through the support of our Mortgage Coach, Steve
Mahr, all new Loan Officers are given the much-needed
support they deserve. You can expect to see Stephen
Mahr regularly through special one-on-one coaching
sessions.

Steve Mahr, Mortgage Coach
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Unique Technology and
Tools Stacked for Success
Loan originating tools and automation.
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Core
Stack

When hired on as a Loan Officer with Big Valley Mortgage,
you are provided with an array of tools (at no cost to you)
that were each carefully selected to best help serve and
nurture your leads. From our Total Expert CRM that
enables automated emails, social media content, flyers,
and much more… to our HUB filled with loads of valuable
guidelines and resourceful content, we’ve got you covered.
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Add-On
Tools

In addition to our complementary tool stack, we also
provide additional tools and services that you can utilize.
From our AP CONNECT call center that will personally call
and nurture your prospects and do a warm transfer once
they are ready to speak to you, to our valuable tools such
as BombBomb for video marketing, we have a nice,
carefully selected list of options to choose from.
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Tool Training
Alongside all these amazing tools, we provide the
knowledgeable staff to train our Loan Officers on how to
best use them.
From our EDGE tools such as Total Expert and ListReports to
our customer-facing mobile app, and even our sales tools
like Encompass and Domo, we’ve got you covered. The
training comes in a mix of formats from one-on-one
sessions, classes, and educational videos.
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Jornaya, Candor, &
Sales Boomerang
Tools designed to assist your sales workflow.
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Jornaya
Jornaya helps you adapt your marketing
and lead buys in real-time based on your
consumers’ online shopping behavior.
Consumers who are in market for a new Mortgage or
Refi generally fund with the first or second lender
that successfully engages them. What if you could
know the behavior and intent behind every Refi lead
you buy? Or the moment when an existing customer
enters the market for a new Mortgage? Leading
Mortgage Lenders rely on the Jornaya Data Network
to maximize lead acquisition and portfolio retention.
BVM being one of them!
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Candor

The Underwriter’s Secret Weapon

Candor is designed to help automate parts of the
underwriting process using AI.
With Candor, a full, initial underwrite, complete with
borrower requirements, can be obtained by the Loan Officer
in the beginning stages of the application process.
On every click, the Loan Engineering System identifies and
resolves defects enabling Processors to produce a fully,
perfectly underwritten file to submit to the Underwriter.
Their Loan Engineering System can make confident
decisions – a key differentiator. Making decisions is how
Candor clients get a 1 Underwriter touch on 70% of loans.
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Candor

Automated Underwriting
Using principles from NASA aerospace technology, Candor built
an unrivaled mortgage loan manufacturing machine with
expert decision-making capabilities.






Complete initial underwrite for same day borrower surety
Guideline eligibility assessment
Calculate W2 & Self-Employed income
Identify and resolve data & information mismatches
Issue directional Conditions, and then clear 38% of them

All in a single platform accessible from Encompass.
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Sales Boomerang
Worried about losing a lead due to bad timing?
Perhaps their credit score doesn’t meet the
requirements and so it is just not a good time to start
the loan process…
Well… that’s not a problem with Sales Boomerang!
Your borrower’s information is automatically
uploaded from their application to our Total Expert
CRM, mark their status as unqualified and let
Boomerang ‘take-over’! It will continue to track their
credit score and notify you once it meets
requirements to qualify for a loan!
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In-house APM & BVM
Marketing Team Support
We’ve got the people to make you shine.
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APM Marketing Support
We have an amazing team of marketing experts at
American Pacific Mortgage who are always working
away at new marketing materials and strategies for
Loan Officers.

These include:

Automated email campaigns
Flyer and postcard designs
 Social media posts
 Videos



All available at your fingertips!

(Not literally, don’t look down at your fingertips)
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BVM Marketing Support
But not only do you get the amazing support from the APM team, but we in
fact have our own in-house marketing team here to support your marketing
needs.

BVM In-house Support Includes:







Custom graphic design for flyers, postcards, social media posts and more!
Marketing tool support
Social media tips and tricks
Video support
Event and swag items
And much more!

We like to put our Loan Officers first, especially with
marketing themselves!
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Consumer Products
More products, more options!
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Leader in Products
to Serve our Clients

We offer a large, extensive product mix to help best
serve the individual needs of consumers.
These include:













FNMA /FHLMC
USDA
FHA
VA
JUMBO
Bond Programs
FTHB Programs
Non-QM resources
Arm loans
Construction loan
Manufactured Housing programs
Programs for first responders and teachers
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What This Means
for Our Loan Officers







In house UW for faster approvals and decision making
Extensive product mix to capture more scenarios
Seasoned delegated government underwriters that KNOW VA and FHA underwriting
Myriad of Jumbo products delegated and non-delegated
Scenario support team to assist in the out of the box scenarios questions
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Open Platform
(Broker Partners)
That’s right, we aren’t just a lender, we broker loans too!
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We Don’t Just do Lending!
Another great perk to working with us, we don’t
just do lending, we can send off difficult loans to
our broker partners. This means that once a
consumer enters our care, we can still find solutions
to their needs… even if that means we may not
have the option ourselves. This saves them loads of
time and stress as their loan gets handed off to
other capable hands.
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APM Cares

APM-backed support for good causes and your fellow employees.
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Why APM Cares
APM Cares is a Non-Profit, founded to
advance the company’s social
responsibility initiative by providing
the means for our employees and
partners to serve our communities
through financial and time donations.
Our mission is to serve the needs of
individuals, families, and communities
where we live and work, strengthening
our core belief that people matter.
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Our Mission with APM Cares
Through employee requests, APM Cares
provides support to non-profit organizations,
charities, and private foundations that align
with our mission to provide resources
related to shelter, food, and clothing.
Our APM employees generously donate
their time and money to these charitable
endeavors, enhancing our core value that
people truly are what matters.
APM Cares is happy to support a diverse
array of organizations that help all our
communities have the fundamentals they
need to survive and thrive.
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Meet the BVM
Recruiting Team!

Our dedicated recruiters are here to answer any
questions you may have and to walk you through the
hiring process with Big Valley Mortgage. For any
questions, you can call, text, or email Albert and
Rebecca directly.

Albert Gonzalez

Tel: 559-259-6204
Email: albert.Gonzales@apmortgage.com

Rebecca Abbott

Tel: 916-203-9328
Email: rebecca.abbott@apmortgage.com

Albert Gonzales,
Recruiting Manager

Rebecca Abbott, Business
Development and Recruiting
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Thank You
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